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A B S T R A C T

Elastin is the dominant building block of elastic fibers that impart structural integrity and elasticity to a range of
important tissues, including the lungs, blood vessels, and skin. The elastic fiber assembly process begins with a
coacervation stage where tropoelastin monomers reversibly self-assemble into coacervate aggregates that consist
of multiple molecules. In this paper, an atomistically based coarse-grained model of tropoelastin assembly is
developed. Using the previously determined atomistic structure of tropoelastin, the precursor molecule to elastic
fibers, as the basis for coarse-graining, the atomistic model is mapped to a MARTINI-based coarse-grained
framework to account for chemical details of protein–protein interactions, coupled to an elastic network model to
stabilize the structure. We find that self-assembly of monomers generates up to ~70 nm of dense aggregates that
are distinct at different temperatures, displaying high temperature sensitivity. Resulting assembled structures
exhibit a combination of fibrillar and globular substructures within the bulk aggregates. The results suggest that
the coalescence of tropoelastin assemblies into higher order structures may be reinforced in the initial stages of
coacervation by directed assembly, supporting the experimentally observed presence of heterogeneous cross-
linking. Self-assembly of tropoelastin is driven by interactions of specific hydrophobic domains and the reordering
of water molecules in the system. Domain pair orientation analysis throughout the self-assembly process at
different temperatures suggests coacervation is a driving force to orient domains for heterogeneous downstream
cross-linking. The model provides a framework to characterize macromolecular self-assembly for elastin, and the
formulation could easily be adapted to similar assembly systems.
1. Introduction

Elastic fibers are found in the extracellular matrix of vertebrate
connective and vascular tissue such as the skin, blood vessels, lungs,
elastic ligaments and the heart and bestow tissue with elasticity and
resilience [1]. Elastogenesis, the elastic fiber assembly process, begins
when tropoelastin monomer molecules, soluble precursors to the
mature elastin, are secreted from the cell and self-assemble into bun-
dles [2]. Human tropoelastin is expressed by elastogenic cells and
secreted and then processed as a 60-kDa unglycosylated protein [3].
The self-association that tropoelastin undergoes under physiological
conditions is referred to as coacervation [4]. As the first stage in the
elastic fiber assembly process, coacervation of tropoelastin is key to
the proper assembly of elastic fibers and consequent normal tissue
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function, while disruption of this process results in disease [5]. In fact,
inhibition of coacervation leads directly to decreased elastin
formation [6].

As tropoelastin is secreted from the cell, it forms growing spherical
globules [7,8]. Below the transition temperature for a given concentra-
tion, tropoelastin molecules exist as monomers [4]. As temperature is
increased, tropoelastin monomers assemble rapidly, without apparent
evidence of intermediate stages as observed in experiment [7,9]. As-
sembly typically occurs through a very narrow temperature range of less
than 5 �C, as evidenced by a sharp spike in turbidity, corresponding to
elastin's well-characterized inverse temperature transition [10,11]. As
temperature rises, monomers aggregate into microcoacervates, resulting
in a rise of solution turbidity [12–14]. Coacervate spherules grow to a
size of 2–6 μm, a process that occurs almost immediately [4].
019
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Experimentally, assembly at smaller scales is challenging to capture, yet
our present work suggests that assembly occurs rapidly yet with the
formation of smaller length-scale intermediate clusters of tropoelastin
monomers. Initial phase separation and coalescence of monomers is
reversible, where dissipation of monomers occurs upon cooling [7].
Coacervates stabilize and mature over time, exhibiting no reversibility
into a monomer phase after extended time. Coacervates interact forming
isolated filaments, and progressively, bundles. Over hours, elastin fibrils
are able to form [12,15–17]. The hierarchical structure of elastic fibers is
shown in Fig. 1.

Various earlier studies have considered coacervation in vitro, by
attempting to reproduce conditions present in the extracellular matrix
upon development or remodeling. Early studies considered hydrolyzed
elastin peptides, identifying temperature-dependent aggregation and
fiber formation similar to native elastin [12,13,18–20]. Subsequent
studies considered synthetic elastin-like polypeptides, based on repeating
unit sequences from hydrophobic domains of tropoelastin also showing
extensive aggregation and fibril formation, suggesting a key role played
by hydrophobic domains in the assembly and polymerization of tropoe-
lastin [21–29]. Aggregation studies of individual hydrophobic tropoe-
lastin domains have been reported subsequently and showed dissimilar
behavior [30]. For example, a sequence of domain 18 of tropoelastin
coacervated at physiological temperature [31], while domains 20, 24,
and 26 aggregated only at high concentration and temperature, sug-
gesting domain-specific roles for aggregation [32–34]. Studies using se-
quences that capture the alternating nature of hydrophobic and
hydrophilic domains in elastin [32,35,36], as well as those using
full-length recombinant tropoelastin [37,38] both revealed aggregation
and formation of fibrillar structures. Coacervation has been proposed to
be the process by which tropoelastin alignment occurs for downstream
cross-linking to take place [12,35,39]. Cross-link formation as elastin
matures involves specific lysine residues, which can be orientated during
the coacervation process for correct alignment of lysine side chains
within cross-linking domains.

Few computational models have been proposed to consider elastin
self-aggregation, as most have focused on single-molecule structure and
dynamics [40–46]. Several studies have considered multichain
elastin-like systems; however, they have been limited in number, ranging
from two to six chains [47–49], or have considered a system consisting of
repetitive domains representative of tropoelastin's hydrophobic domains,
neglecting cross-linking domains [50]. In the present study, the
full-length monomer of tropoelastin [51] is used as a template for elastin
self-aggregation. A model of the coacervation process is constructed to
examine the molecular behavior and mechanisms driving the
self-association of elastin at time scales that are almost instantaneous
(microsecond scales) and therefore inaccessible to experimental mea-
surement. Our model extends the description of coacervation identifying
cluster intermediates that form at the nanometer scales, not previously
observed in experiment. We find that tropoelastin self-assembly occurs as
a two-step process of nucleation and growth events, where linear
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assembly begins with the formation of a coacervate nucleus, as molecules
are driven to interact with one another via specific hydrophobic domains,
followed by the growth of the coacervate in a cooperative fashion. The
location and movement of specific domains within the molecule as well
as the role of water is quantified to identify dominant assembly-driving
mechanisms and to evaluate whether molecular orientation takes place
in a cooperative fashion for downstream cross-linking.

2. Materials and methods

The template molecular structure of tropoelastin was taken from
earlier work [51] as a basis to build a self-assembling system. The
atomistic tropoelastin structure is originally computed from the primary
protein structure of mature, wild-type human tropoelastin corresponding
to residues 27–724 of GenBank entry AAC98394. The sequence is a
60-kDa protein of 698 residues. The equilibrated representative structure
from Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics simulation was chosen as
the starting structure.

A combined structure-based and physics-based coarse-graining
approach is used, combining the MARTINI force field and an elastic
network model into a single representation [52–54]. Such
coarse-graining results in simulation times reduced by 2–3 orders of
magnitude compared to fully atomistic simulations. Global molecular
shape is maintained by the elastic network scaffold, while the MARTINI
force field captures the intermolecular and intramolecular interactions of
the system. To construct the coarse-grained (CG) models, the atomistic
structure was converted into a CG structure using the martinize script
[52]. In the MARTINI framework, four heavy atoms are mapped to one
interaction center [52,53,55]. For ring-like structures, higher resolution
mapping of two-to-one is used. The MARTINI model was coupled with an
elastic network through the ElNeDyn implementation [54]. The global
elastic network stabilizes the structures, while allowing for oscillation
about the equilibrium. A global elastic network is created between the
backbone beads to conserve the conformation of the structure, where
locations of Cα-atoms are used as backbone beads, rather than the center
of mass of the peptide plane as used in standardMARTINI. Two backbone
beads are connected when they are at least two steps apart along the
backbone and when their distance is below the upper cutoff. The elastic
bond strength is set at 500 kJ/mol*nm2 with the upper cutoff at 0.9 nm.

The starting configuration of the self-assembling system was gener-
ated by placing forty copies of the CG tropoelastin molecule, randomly
distributed, into a CG water box of 50 � 50 � 50 nm3. The box size
exceeded the protein surface by at least 5 nm in each direction. Chloride
counterions were added to neutralize the system. Subsequently, 5000
steps of energy minimization using the steepest descent algorithm were
performed. Following energy minimization, system relaxation was per-
formed by simulating the system with protein bead position restrained
for 25,000 steps, sequentially, using a time step of 5, 10, 15, and 20 fs
(corresponding to simulations times of 125, 250, 375, and 500 ps,
respectively). Subsequently, position restraints were removed, and the
Fig. 1. Overview of the hierarchical struc-
ture of elastic fibers. Tropoelastin is
composed of alternating GVP-rich hydro-
phobic domains and hydrophilic K-contain-
ing cross-linking domains. The tropoelastin
monomer represents the essential building
block for elastic fibers. Tropoelastin interacts
to form nanoassemblies discussed in this
work. Nanoassemblies form into spherical
aggregate structures (figure reprinted from
Ref. [65] with permission from Elsevier).
Spherules assemble onto a microfibrillar
scaffold to form an elastic fiber.
Figure modified from Ref. [60] with permis-
sion from Elsevier.
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system was simulated for 10 μs, using an integration time step of 20 fs.
Because of the smoothing of the energy landscape in any CG simulation
scheme, an effective speed-up of dynamics is expected. The expected
speed-up of diffusion dynamics of MARTINI water compared to real
water is a factor of 4. Because no extensive calibration has been per-
formed for protein systems, however, all reported times are not rescaled
by a factor of 4 in this work.

A total of four simulations were performed with different randomized
starting positions and velocities at each temperature. All simulations
were performed in an NPT ensemble. The system was simulated at three
temperatures: 20, 27, and 37 �C. Temperature was maintained using the
v-rescale algorithm, with τT of 1.0 ps. The Parrinello–Rahman barostat
was used to maintain a pressure of 1 bar, with a coupling constant τP of
12.0 ps. Periodic boundary conditions were applied. All simulations were
performed using the Gromacs version 5.4.1 [56,57] and the MARTINI
force field version 2.2 [55]. The ElNeDyn model was used to embed the
elastic network [54]. All analysis was performed using Gromacs routines
and in-house scripts. Visualization of molecular models was performed
using Visual Molecular Dynamics 1.9.1 [58] and in-house scripts.

3. Results and discussion

A CG model is constructed, combining the MARTINI framework with
an elastic network model, based on the fully atomistic structure of the
tropoelastin monomer [51] (Fig. 2a). An elastic network model has been
previously shown to capture global domain motions of monomeric tro-
poelastin [59,60]. Self-assembly is modeled from a randomly distributed
system of forty tropoelastin monomers in a periodic water box (Fig. 2b).
Four independent runs are performed at each of the three temperatures
20, 27, and 37 �C, from uniquely random starting configurations of the
monomers (Fig. 2c). Monomers are simulated over 10 μs, undergoing a
multistep assembly process. We find that monomers assemble into ag-
gregates, first forming clusters (Fig. 3a–c) at 20, 27, and 37 �C, respec-
tively. At all temperatures, cluster formation is rapid, with a plateau in
cluster size observed between 4 and 6 μs. Still, at 37 �C compared to 20
�C, cluster formation occurs more quickly, and clustering is smoothed at
long time scales at higher temperature. Aggregates represent low energy
states for tropoelastin monomers. Higher temperature accelerates the
aggregation process and stabilizes cluster formation, demonstrated by
Fig. 2. (a) A coarse-grained model is constructed from the fully atomistic structure
force field coupled to an elastic network model. (b) Forty tropoelastin monomers are s
initial random configurations of tropoelastin monomers at each temperature.
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smoother clustering patterns at high temperature (Fig. 3c) compared to
lower temperature (Fig. 3a). As expected, aggregation occurs more
slowly at lower temperature (Fig. 3d), measured by the time to aggregate
to ten or fewer clusters for all runs at a given temperature. We note that
the canonical scissor-twist motions of global domains within tropoelastin
monomers described in earlier work [59,60] are initially present in the
aggregation simulations; however, upon interaction, monomers are sta-
bilized as the aggregation proceeds. Because cluster formation is rapid,
we hypothesize that the monomeric motions contribute to self-assembly
in the earliest stages of aggregation.

Coacervate nucleation occurs as monomers join together to produce
growth initiation centers. Aggregation occurs from the nucleation of
monomer interactions. Fig. 3e (i) shows a snapshot at the initiation of
aggregation. Monomers begin to assemble via heterogeneous in-
teractions, including head-to-tail, tail-to-tail, and lateral interactions
Fig. 3e (ii-v). Nucleation events may occur as interactions between
different regions of the molecule. Over time, growth of the coacervate
occurs as small clusters combine into growing aggregates, forming larger
coalesced structures. This behavior represents the step prior to cross-
linking and polymerization in vivo. In fact, the coacervation process
may serve to align tropoelastin molecules for downstream cross-linking
and elastin fiber formation.

Considering the extrapolated speed-up in the CG simulations,
compared to fully atomistic simulations, microsecond time scales for
aggregation can be expected. It is notable that aggregation of the
monomers is observed on the microsecond time scale in the CG sim-
ulations, while experimentally, coacervation is observed to occur over
second time scales [61]. Through CG simulation, the dynamics of
coacervation can be studied directly at the molecular scale. Coacer-
vation is a multistep process occurring through growth of the aggre-
gate by linear assembly of nucleation sites, as demonstrated by
snapshots of aggregation (Fig. 4a–i) from initialization (Fig. 4a) to 10
μs of simulation. Heterogeneous pair formation (Fig. 3e) is followed by
linear growth and cluster fusion. As the coacervate begins to grow,
heterogeneous monomer pairs form through interactions of exposed
hydrophobic domains. Monomer pairs form and combine with adja-
cent monomers or pairs to grow into small globules (Fig. 4b–e). As
more monomers and pairs assemble, loose chains or fibrillar in-
termediates begin to form, in addition to globular structures
of tropoelastin from Ref. [51]. The system is coarse-grained with the MARTINI
imulated in a periodic water box. (c) Self-assembly is modeled from four distinct



Fig. 3. Number of clusters over time in the assembly system at (a) 20 �C, (b) 27 �C, and (c) 37 �C. (d) Time to aggregation to ten or fewer clusters for all runs at 20 �C,
27 �C, and 37 �C. (e) (i) Snapshot of the tropoelastin aggregate system at 27 �C. (ii-v) Snapshots of tropoelastin monomer pairs within the aggregate from (i), with the
first 20 residues highlighted in blue and last 20 residues highlighted in red. Head-to-tail, head-to-head, and lateral interactions are present in bulk clusters.
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(Fig. 4f–i). The appearance of fibrillar structures at this scale suggests
that elastin's filamentous structure may be reinforced in the initial
stages of assembly, where cross-linking may act to stabilize the
observed linear aggregates.

The nucleation and growth of tropoelastin coacervates has been
characterized at micron length scales and transient submicron in vitro [2,
4,62,63]. Upon raising the temperature of tropoelastin solution to
physiological temperature, coacervation begins, and the solution be-
comes turbid. Four distinct stages of assembly are observed: (1) forma-
tion of 70–600 nm droplets; (2) formation of 6 μm droplets; (3) fusion of
droplets, and (4) a formation of a coalesced layer [37,62–65]. In simu-
lation, cluster sizes from approximately 10 nm–70 nm in diameter are
observed (Fig. 5a and b). Ten-nanometer droplets correspond to the
tropoelastin monomer or dimer (Fig. 5a). As assembly proceeds,
extended cluster networks up to 70 nm in diameter are observed
(Fig. 5b). We expect that larger structures would be produced, given a
larger simulation box; however, the present model is sufficient to capture
experimentally observed aggregate sizes (Fig. 5c). In a system designed to
chemically capture stabilized aggregates, tropoelastin aggregate in-
termediates that spanned from ~70 nm to ~600 nm were identified
(Fig. 5c), confirming the presence of submicron entities during the as-
sembly process. The nucleation and aggregation processes happen suc-
cessively through coalescence, as progressively larger aggregates form
through fusion of monomers or smaller clusters. The fusion process is
able to proceed through the displacement of solvent molecules sur-
rounding the monomers or aggregates. By contrast, a complementary
process of Ostwald ripening [66] has also been observed under specific
conditions, in particular, through the addition of sodium dodecyl sulfate
to the solution of elastin-like peptides [67]. This process involves the
deposition of single macromolecules onto growing aggregates through
their desorption from shrinking aggregates. Interestingly, we observe
that at the point of nucleation and initial growth of the aggregate from
tropoelastin monomers, both fusion-based coalescence from monomers
and a desorption-adsorption mechanism from smaller to intermediate
nanoaggregates of the monomers are present. Accretion of tropoelastin
monomers about a nucleating core is manifested dynamically through
4

both fusion and rearrangement of monomers and monomer clusters
(Fig. 4).

Much discussion in the literature has centered around the driving
forces responsible for the coacervation of tropoelastin. Hydrophobic
domains within elastin have been hypothesized to drive the self-assembly
process of elastin [12,21–27,30–34]. Here, the role of specific hydro-
phobic and hydrophilic domains within the tropoelastin monomer is
analyzed. Monomers of tropoelastin in solution are driven to form clus-
ters and aggregate into bundles through the interactions of hydrophobic
domains. The role of hydrophobic domains in coacervation is demon-
strated by the more pronounced reduction in the normalized solvent
accessible surface area for hydrophobic domains compared to hydro-
philic domains (Fig. 6a–c). The influence of hydrophobic domains on
coacervation is consistent across different temperatures considered. The
large central hydrophobic domains 18, 20, 24, 26, in particular, are most
prominent in driving coacervation, displaying the highest solvent
accessible surface area, as expected based on their sequence length
compared to other domains in the monomer (Fig. 6d). When solvent
accessible surface area was measured and normalized by sequence
length, the larger domains did not show significant differences compared
to other domains. From this, we conclude that it is the sequence length
rather than the specific hydrophobic residues that is correlated to driving
coacervation. The importance of domains 18 and 26 for coacervation has
been demonstrated previously through characterization of mutant tro-
poelastin constructs [61]. The current model confirms the importance of
specific domains toward self-assembly of tropoelastin.

The role of hydrophobic domains in driving self-assembly is related to
the redistribution of water molecules during the assembly process. The
radial distribution function of water around protein residues is shown in
Fig. 6e–g for representative runs at 20, 27, and 37 �C. Over 10 μs of
simulation time, the height of the sharp peaks becomes lower over time.
This phenomenon is a result of the self-assembly of tropoelastin molecules,
the interactions between hydrophobic domains and consequent distur-
bance of the water shell surrounding the protein. As tropoelastin mono-
mers assemble, water molecules are driven away from the hydrophobic
domains, becoming more disordered, represented by the drop in the radial



Fig. 4. Consecutive snapshots of tropoelastin assembly at 27 �C from run 2 at (a) 1 μs, (b) 2 μs, (c) 3 μs, (d) 4 μs, (e) 5 μs, (f) 6 μs, (g) 7 μs, (h) 8 μs, and (i) 9 μs. Black
circles and ovals correspond to cluster initiation sites and linear cluster growth and fusion, respectively.

Fig. 5. Representative (a) small cluster 10.2 nm in diameter and (b) large cluster network 70.1 nm in diameter at 20 �C. (c) Particle size analysis of a 2 mg/ml
tropoelastin solution at pH 10.4 over time. Inset: Stable spherical tropoelastin aggregates following a week-long incubation at 37 �C. Figure adapted with permission
from Ref. [84].
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distribution function peaks. This effect is reduced at higher temperature
because the water shells are disturbed more easily at high temperature.

Temperature-dependent aggregation and associated phase transitions
observed in this study has been well characterized for elastin and elastin-
like peptides [10,11,26,68–71]. Tropoelastin and elastin-like peptides
5

undergo reversible temperature phase transitions that are highly tem-
perature specific as transitions occur across a narrow temperature range
based on the specific sequence, molecular concentration and solvent
conditions. Indeed, the models demonstrate temperature sensitivity of
the system. The molecular concentration studied here is much higher in



Fig. 6. j Normalized solvent accessible surface area of hydrophobic and hydrophilic domains for four runs at (a) 20 �C, (b) 27 �C, and (c) 37 �C. (d) Average solvent
accessible surface area for individual hydrophobic domains at 20 �C, 27 �C, and 37 �C. Radial distribution function (RDF) (g(r)) of water beads with protein beads from
1 to 10 μs at (a) 20 �C, (b) 27 �C, and (c) 37 �C. RDF suggests that water molecules become more disordered over time.
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simulation compared to experimental values, a requirement for compu-
tational expediency. So, the coacervation temperature at the experi-
mentally observable scale can be expected to be below the temperature
values studied. As would be expected, cluster formation is observed at all
temperatures studied, and no significant differences in cluster size are
found. Nevertheless, high temperature sensitivity is observed in the
system on the microsecond scale, as demonstrated by the differences in
cluster formation across different temperatures (Fig. 3a–d).

To determine the role of coacervation in orienting specific domains
for downstream cross-linking, the average proximity of tropoelastin do-
mains is calculated (Fig. 7). Snapshots at 10 μs are shown for four runs at
20 �C (Fig. 7a–d), 27 �C (Fig. 7e–h), and 37 �C (Fig. 7i–l). Proximity is
Fig. 7. Inverse distance between tropoelastin domain pair centroids at 10 μs for fo
measured by the average inverse distance between domain centroids among all mon

6

measured by the average inverse distance between domain centroids
among all monomers of tropoelastin. As monomers self-assemble, a va-
riety of interactions are observed to take place. Fig. 7 illustrates domain
pair orientation states for stable clusters at the end of 10 μs of simulation,
where bright yellow regions correspond to domain pairs in closest
proximity. Domain pair orientations display variability in domain pair
proximity. At 20 �C, proximal domain pairs for four independent runs are
central hydrophobic domains and 10–19 neighboring domains (Fig. 7a);
central hydrophobic domains and 19–25 neighboring domains (Fig. 7b);
central hydrophobic domains, 10–19 neighboring domains and N-ter-
minal domains (Fig. 7c); and central hydrophobic domains and 10–19
neighboring domains (Fig. 7d). At 27 �C, proximal domain pairs for four
ur independent runs, at 20 �C (a–d), 27 �C (e–h), and 37 �C (i–l). Proximity is
omers of tropoelastin. Yellow regions indicate most proximal domain pairs.



Fig. 8. Inverse distance between tropoelastin domain pair centroids at 37 �C, for run 2 at (a) 1 μs, (b) 2 μs, (c) 3 μs, (d) 4 μs, (e) 5 μs, (f) 6 μs, (g) 7 μs, (h) 8 μs, and (i) 9
μs. Proximity is measured by the average inverse distance between domain centroids among all monomers of tropoelastin. Yellow regions indicate most proximal
domain pairs.
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independent runs are central hydrophobic domains and 10-19-25
neighboring domains (Fig. 7e); central hydrophobic domains and 10-
19-25 neighboring domains (Fig. 7f); 10–12 and 10–19 neighboring
domains (Fig. 7g); and 12–14 and 10–19 neighboring domains (Fig. 7h).
At 37 �C, proximal domain pairs for four independent runs are central
hydrophobic domains and domain pairs in the bottom half of the mole-
cule (Fig. 7i–l). The data at 37 �C suggest that there is a propensity for
central and C-terminal domains of tropoelastin to interact upon assem-
bly, as all four simulations are enriched in these regions (Fig. 7i–l).
Considering the self-assembly pathway, domain pair proximity is inde-
pendent of starting configuration and shows variability as the monomer
cluster. As an example, this is clearly illustrated for sequential snapshots
of domain pair distributions over the duration of one run at 27 �C (Fig. 8).
Similar heterogeneity is seen for all runs and all temperatures (not
shown). The high variability in domain pair proximity throughout the
self-assembly process is consistent with experimental data. Mass spec-
trometry studies of enzymatically cleaved elastin and in vitro cross-
linked recombinant human tropoelastin have proposed various regions
where cross-links occur [64,72–75]. In particular, results at 37 �C support
the observation that central domains may contain important sites for
self-aggregation, as suggested by experimental evidence of dense
cross-linking in the region 19–25 [64,75]. The most recent study map-
ping specific cross-linking cites suggests tropoelastin cross-linking is
heterogeneous [72], a finding supported by the present model.

4. Conclusions

A model of tropoelastin self-assembly is developed through a MAR-
TINI framework coupled with an elastic network model, from a fully
atomistic structure of tropoelastin. Self-assembly of monomers is
7

characterized at different temperatures, displaying high sensitivity.
Coacervation is a stepwise process where self-assembled structures
display both fibrillar and globular substructures within the bulk. It is
hypothesized that linear formations during aggregation may act to
strengthen elastin fibers upon higher level assembly. The model captures
temperature specificity of the assembly process and reinforces the role of
specific hydrophobic domains as assembly drivers. Coacervation pro-
ceeds through the interaction of hydrophobic domains and the reorder-
ing of water molecules around aggregates. The model predicts
heterogeneous domain pair orientations during the self-assembly pro-
cess, consistent with the heterogeneous cross-linking identified within
elastin.

The present model is most faithful to a representation of in vitro
tropoelastin coacervation, as several features of in vivo coacervation are
not accounted for. However, it would be important to implement those in
future work. In particular, tropoelastin coacervation is observed to take
place on the cell surface in the extracellular space with tropoelastin co-
acervates attached to the cell surface integrins and glycosaminoglycans,
which may facilitate the coacervation process [62,76]. Aggregation
facilitated by integrins, glycosaminoglycans, microfibrillar and other
proteins may be incorporated into future models. We note also that the
model does not explicitly capture changes in secondary structure upon
aggregation. Further, although the elastic network contributes to stabi-
lizing the tropoelastin molecule, we acknowledge that the effect of the
network may limit the flexibility of the molecule. Still, the present model
relies on the overall shape of the tropoelastin molecule and the primary
sequence, simulating accurately previous experimental results. As tro-
poelastin is deposited on the microfibrillar scaffold, interactions with
microfibrillar proteins are likely to further promote coacervation and
direct coacervate alignment and fiber orientation [77–82].
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